Völkl Professional Firefighting & Rescue Boots
Völkl professional firefighting
and rescue boots are
renowned for their comfort,
durability and performance.
Born out of the merger of two companies; Völkl Outdoors and Stummp
& Baier, one known for outdoor equipment, the other as a military boot
manufacture. The unique combination of skills possessed by Völkl
Professional provides the rescuer with boots that combine outdoor
sports comfort and fit with the durability, performance and cost of
manufacture of military footwear.
Key Features of all Völkl boots:
Designed to last:
The leather stitching and lacing configuration are specifically designed to
outlast similar boots.
Whilst most firefighting boots rely on insoles to provide anti-static
properties, Völkl Professional boots are designed with the anti-static
conductor fully integrated into the boot structure meaning that even if
you change your insoles, charge is always dissipated through the sole.
Thanks to reinforcement integrated into Völkl Professional boots, they
will not change shape over time. Leather naturally softens and sags,
however their design means that your boots will have the same fit in
years after you first tried them on.
All Völkl Professional boots feature a scuff cap to protect the toe from
wear and tear when kneeling or crawling, it is glued with heat resistant
adhesive and double-stitched for extra security.
Fit:
Wide toe area provides the best fit for all wearers whilst ski boot-style
construction provides excellent foot positioning and fit to provide
comfort and stability for all wearers. Strategically placed padding around
the Achilles tendon provides secure foot positioning and almost no
movement when walking.
Superior sole construction:
Automated production allows for much greater width of PU inner
between sole and foot bed thereby increasing comfort and insulation
from cold and heat.
Higher levels of safety and comfort:
Völkl Professional leather breathability measure displays performance
over five times the requirements of EN15090:2012 Footwear for
Firefighters. This combined with the Sympatex HigH2Out breathable
membrane system ensures all-day dryness.
Despite the trend for Kevlar midsole protection, Völkl continue to use a
1mm steel midsole. Steel provides much greater real-life protection than
Kevlar - approximately 55% more.
Völkl’s toe caps are anatomically designed to allow maximum room for
toes and are optimised for use with our midsoles. The interface between
toe protector and boot body is virtually indistinguishable thereby further
enhancing wearer comfort.
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Völkl Professional Firefighting & Rescue Boots
Primus 21 Sympatex (CS)

Kommandant Pro

Pull-on, zip-on, lace-up boot for firefighting and rescue use.

Easy donning and doffing make this step-in
boot the most comfortable
such boot available.

+

Black smooth waterproof leather (2.4-2.6mm), shaft
construction, no side seams, reflective detail.

+

Black smooth waterproof leather (2.4-2.6mm), shaft
construction, no side seams, reflective detail.

+

Quick entry lacing system, fire proof Nomex laces,
metal zipper with leather pull grip, lace lock in clamping
range, easy clean fully openable zip.

+

200 joule integrated toe cap, scuff cap double stitched
for durability.

+

+

Highly breathable Sympatex HigH2O climate system,
chemical resistant to EN36.

Highly breathable Sympatex HigH2O climate system,
chemical resistant to EN36.

+

+

Anatomically shaped tongue, perforated at top for
improved breathability.

Fully padded, extra ankle and mid-foot cushioning,
ventilation system and soft padding and ankle collar.

+

+

Strategic padding at ankle, tongue and forepart for
enhance comfort.

Enhanced comfort via soft flex zones in articulated and
clamping zones.

+

+

Reinforced kick plate at heal and pull-on tab at rear.

Large pull-on handles can be used with firefighting
gloves.

+

200 joule integrated toe cap, scuff cap double stitched
for durability.

+

Very easy donning and doffing, excellent support and
grip when walking.

+

Directly moulded PU sole with lateral profile. Abrasion,
oil, fuel and acid resistant. Non-marking.

+

Directly moulded PU sole with lateral profile. Abrasion,
oil, fuel and acid resistant. Non-marking.

+

CE 0197 EN ISO 15090:2006 F2A CI H13.

+

Chain saw protection available (CS) virtually no extra
bulk with fullchainsaw protection Level 2.
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Vimpex Rescue BV
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www.vimpexrescue.nl
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We reserve the right to change or amend any design or specification in line
with our policy of continuing development and improvement.
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